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Individual-Adult Member

Possession based exercises

RONDO
8 v 2 in a 10 x 10-yard area playing 1 touch
Count passes in succession, award extra point(s) for any through
ball that
splits the 2 defenders. Defenders must win or disturb 3
possessions to get out
-- any through ball rewards the possession group with 1 extra
possession.
Coaching Points
• Possession team must play quick in tight area with good touch
• Anticipate the next pass, be creative and deceptive, use a variety
of touches
and feints -- seek out the best option
• Defenders must apply pressure to the ball and support the
pressure
• Constant communication between the 2 and shifting of positions
relative to
the ball
• If the defense plays flat, a through ball can beat them, thus, it is 1 player up
and 1 player off

Rondo

4 v 2 + 1 in a 15 x 10-yard area playing 1 and 2 touch
Possession players add an additional player in the middle.
Outside players
play 2 touch and the middle player plays 1 touch. Excellent
positional game
with the middle player being a midfielder. Defenders play
possession 2 v 1 in
the middle.
Coaching Point
The key is to keep the shape big -- the middle possession player
cannot
restrict space -- he needs to create space. Outside players look to
play ball in
when they can and the middle player plays out in 1 touch.

4v2 +1

6 v 3 + 1 in a 25 x 20-yard area playing two touch
In a larger area with more players and more options of play and
more
pressure. The outside players are in their playing positions. The,
wRmd and
wRdef are positioned on one line and the left sided players on the
opposite
line. The target attacker and the central defender along with the
midfielder
in the center form the possession group. The middle 3 defenders
play 3 v 1 in
the middle with limited touches.
Coaching Points
• With the additional players, more options become available.
• Play can go along one line, in to the middle, up to the top or back
• Constantly change the point of attack
• The three defenders want to remain compact and focus on their
shape of
pressure, support and cover
• They should deny any through balls and force play that leads to turnovers

6V3+1



6 v 4 + 2 in a 30 x 25-yard area with limited touch
Full buildup with 12 players involved. The playing area has been
enlarged
as have the numbers. There are more options than ever with
additional
defensive pressure. Positional game with 6 outside players, 2
midfielders in
the middle against the 4 defenders, represents a real game-like
environment.
The outside players play 2 touch and the inside midfielders play 1
touch.
Defenders stay compact, play in a diamond shape and play a ball-
oriented
defense. They should play pressure, 2 support players and a cover
man
(sweeper). On winning the ball, the 4 defenders will play 4 v 2 in
the middle
with 2 touches.

6v4+2
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